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16 The Money Ride

Making the Most of Your Turn
The Money Ride is called “The Ride of a Lifetime” because your 
pursuit of financial success is a lifelong adventure.

This passenger guide provides you with information on the fun-
damentals of money and wealth. Because the basic fundamentals of 
money and wealth do not change, they serve as a reliable foundation 
for making smart money decisions and achieving financial success.

Each passenger on the Money Ride, including you, has his or 
her own personal definition of what it means to be financially suc-
cessful. Their definitions are unique, but they all describe a particular 
quality of life.

Here’s something you should try: What’s your definition of fi-
nancial success from the perspective of what you want your life to 
look like ten years from now? Imagine your lifestyle in terms of 
health, family, home, work, leisure and any other aspects you feel 
are important to you.

Regardless of how you define financial success, your success will 
be determined by what you know about money and how you behave 
with money—knowing and doing. There are tips and tools through-
out this guide that cover what you need to know and do to make the 
most of your turn on the Money Ride.

The interplay between knowing and doing influences your 
 financial decisions, and if you want to realize its benefits you must 
do two things: Learn the simple time-tested fundamentals of money 
described in this guide; and apply the fundamentals to build and 
sustain sound money habits. Sound money habits are routines you 
use to deploy your money in ways that help you live a happier, more 
successful life—like “routine money.”

The key is not just to read the money principles, tips and tools 
in this guide, but to use them to guide your money behavior with 
sound money habits. You’ll find an example of how to create sound 
money habits amongst the tips and tools in this guide. Though the 
example applies to the money behavior of spending, it can be used 
to create sound money habits related to other money behaviors such 
as saving, borrowing and investing.
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Think About It…

 1. The Money Ride is not a real amusement park ride, but is it, 
in a way, real?

 2. Your “Financial Success”—describe your lifestyle in 10 years.

 3. What do you need to know and do to become financially 
successful?
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2. The Rules
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Money Behavior
You’re getting really close now! So close that you can hear the roar 
of the roller coaster, feel the wind escaping from under the $TART 
door and you can even smell the money! There’s not much time, so 
you need to carefully read these next few pages in your passenger’s 
guide, because it’s important that you learn “Money Dynamics” be-
fore you start your turn.

Money Dynamics consist of two important aspects of money 
which you must understand if you want to make the most of your 
ride: Money Behavior and the Rules of Money. How much success 
you enjoy on the Money Ride will depend on your ability to align 
your money behavior with the ride’s money rules and your financial 
goals and objectives through your Money I.Q.

Your money behavior reflects how money is important to you 
and your ability to establish and sustain sound money habits. It 
is important to be self-aware of how money is important to you 
including and beyond just buying things and your self-awareness 
should include a healthy respect for money.

While money itself is essentially a neutral piece of paper that 
you can use to buy things, it is actually much more than just a ne-
gotiable piece of paper. Every PAW dollar your earn deserves your 
attention and respect because it represents a piece of your life mea-
sured in units of the effort and sacrifice it takes to earn it and the 
opportunity it can create in your life.

Think about the effort and time it takes to acquire the knowl-
edge, skill and experience to earn a dollar. Also consider the sacri-
fice of not being able to take time for yourself family and friends 
or having to uproot you life to move for a job or career. Try to use 
your respect for the effort and sacrifice as incentive to sustain sound 
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Here Comes MAW
The SAVE pocket is the first stop for the MAW dollars created by 
Smart Spending (+S2) in your SPEND pocket. Spending less of your 
PAW dollars than you earn generates excess PAW dollars which you 
can use as MAW dollars for saving and investing. This effectively 
converts excess PAW dollars to MAW dollars. These MAW dollars 
are your reward for sticking to your budget.

Once your MAW dollars are safely across the chasm, they serve 
their first two important purposes in your SAVE pocket.

The first purpose is to provide a lifestyle safety net for unexpect-
ed expenses such as a car repair or health emergency. These MAW 
dollars are called “emergency reserves.”

Emergency reserves differ from expense reserves. Expense re-
serves are stored in a checking account to pay upcoming expenses 
which you know are not paid monthly, but are instead due every 60 
or 90 days such as media subscriptions or utility bills. Emergency 
reserves are stored in a savings account and used to pay unexpected 
living expenses such as a car repair or health emergency.

The second purpose is funding short-term financial goals. These 
are goals with a duration of less than five years, such as education, 
travel and special projects. The MAW dollars used to fund them are 
simply called “savings.”

Once you have fully funded these two savings purposes, any of 
your  additional MAW dollars can be put to work in the INVEST 
pocket.

Save = Safe
This is the basic SAVE pocket formula, and like the budget formula 
from the SPEND pocket, it is obviously not math. Since the money 
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Expect the Unexpected
There are plenty of potential bumps, bruises and accidents lurking 
around every corner on the Money Ride—if you’re not prepared, 
they can cost you.

That’s why the PROTECT pocket can be the most important 
pocket on your vest. It’s the pocket that “has your back”…that “has 
you covered.” It’s the pocket that assures that everything you are 
trying to achieve financially on the Money Ride won’t be derailed 
by some unexpected loss.

Protection against the risk of unexpected loss is called “insur-
ance,” but it really should be called “assurance” because that’s what 
it really provides—the assurance that the wealth-building flow of 
MAW dollars throughout the pockets on your Opportunity Vest 
will continue, no matter what unexpected things might happen in 
your life.

The idea of assurance is important because a loss suffered can 
generate a negative financial ripple effect throughout the other four 
vest pockets. Any loss may cause either a direct outflow of SPEND 
pocket dollars or the ripple effect of having to use SAVE pocket, IN-
VEST pocket—or worse yet—BORROW pocket dollars to cover 
the loss.

This ripple effect can be as minor as a small additional expense 
in the SPEND pocket or as serious as entirely stopping the flow of 
PAW dollars to your vest. Regardless of the degree of loss, an un-
protected loss essentially steals MAW dollars from the vest pockets 
and disrupts the wealth building process.

Regardless of what type of insurance is involved, in the PRO-
TECT pocket, your decisions will be guided by three basic prin-
ciples: risk transfer, cost sharing and full replacement value.
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Glossary of Money Ride Terms

Bad Debt Any debt that is unaffordable in terms of the payments 
and/or the repayment. 

Borrowing Score Also known as FICO score. Scoring system used 
to determine a person’s credit worthiness based upon their bor-
rowing activity. 

Cash Flow Money flowing into the Opportunity Vest as income 
and out as expenses.

Chasm of Financial Despair The chasm separating PAW and 
MAW representing the unhappiness caused by the failure to 
spend less than one earns.

Compounding The accumulation of money created by the contin-
ual crediting of interest on principal and on the interest earned 
in the prior periods.

Financing Borrowing money either to purchase goods and services 
or to acquire assets.

Fixed Expenses Expenses which reoccur for the same amount each 
month.

Good Debt Debt which is affordable and which creates a financial 
advantage.

MAW Money at Work. Excess earnings invested to generate 
growth and/or income as part of the wealth-building process.

Money Dynamics The roles and rules of money which govern the 
efficient use of money.

Money I.Q. Knowledge and understanding of how money works 
and the ability to successfully apply that knowledge to a lifetime 
of money choices and decisions.
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